Street Level Active Use Overlay FAQs
Creating Active, Thriving Main Streets

What is the problem?

Denver’s 2010 zoning code update established “Main Street” (MS) and “Mixed Use” (MX) zoning along Tennyson. This reflected its history as a commercial corridor of small, independent retail that draws visitors from around the region. Tennyson, like many of Denver’s early neighborhoods and commercial corridors, grew off of streetcar lines. These historic areas show a pattern of small lots and pedestrian-friendly design suitable for strolling to and from streetcar stops. The 2010 zoning reflected the Berkeley community’s desired to maintain and enhance this commercial character while also making room for new residential density that would support businesses.

Unfortunately, since then, long-standing main streets like Tennyson have experienced a loss of commercial space to new development that is 100% residential. This has happened for several reasons. Firstly, there is a huge market demand for housing. Secondly, building 100% residential is less complicated and less risky for developers than building mixed-use developments. Lastly, the Denver zoning code allows buildings in Mixed Use (MX) or Main Street (MS) zones to be 100% residential.

The office of Councilwoman Sandoval has been working with Berkeley Regis United Neighbors (BRUN) on a zoning overlay that would close the 100% residential loophole and ensure these streets continue to be thriving commercial districts.

What is in the overlay and how does it work?

An overlay applies extra rules on top of the existing base zoning for an area. This overlay proposal has four main elements. These were created after analyzing the historic patterns of streetcar commercial corridors:

1. Specifically excludes dwelling units from the first 15 feet of depth along 75% of the ground floor of a building that faces the primary street.
2. When a dwelling unit is on the ground floor (in the 25% allowable space), requires a setback for a patio, porch or deck or other type of usable outdoor space. This setback doesn’t apply to a lobby or entryway for upper-story residences.
3. Eliminates or reduces the design elements that can substitute for actual windows on the ground floor.
4. Gives flexibility for buildings to be set back further from the sidewalk in order to create courtyards and outdoor seating (rather than taking up space in the sidewalk for seating).

Will these areas be rezoned?

In addition to applying the overlay, there would be a rezoning involved for certain properties. The rezoning would simply take the base zoning of these properties from Mixed Use (MX) to Main Street (MS) zoning. There will be no change in the heights allowed.

Office of Councilwoman Amanda P. Sandoval
The reason for rezoning to Main Street (MS) is because this zone district has higher building and design standards than Mixed Use (MX). For example, it requires more windows on the ground floor and does not allow the “General” building form that has resulted in much of the disliked development along Tennyson. As a result, Main Street (MS) zoning will provide a higher quality design foundation for the overlay. Many properties along Tennyson are already zoned Main Street so this rezoning will also make the corridor consistent.

Map of proposed overlay areas (any current MX rezoned to MS):

=Proposed area
What else is the City doing about this issue?

This overlay is being carried by Councilwoman Sandoval in partnership with BRUN. However, the loss of commercial space to residential development is not unique to Berkeley Regis or District 1. There are other streetcar corridors such as South Pearl and Santa Fe that are also looking at this issue. Community Planning and Development is working to coordinate these efforts and put forward a solution that could apply across Denver.

How can I give feedback?

BRUN and Councilwoman Sandoval will be hosting town halls March 5th and 11th from 6:30pm to 8pm at Skinner Middle School to present the proposal and hear feedback from the community and property owners. Stay tuned to BRUN’s website and Facebook page for updates.

Please email districtone@denvergov.org to share any comments or suggestions.